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The treatment is fully described in Rand Melallurfjical Practice, vols. L and ii. Briefly, It consists in sorting out waste rock ; breaking the ore in rock-breakers ; crushing in alkaline water through coarse screens by stamps ; de-watering in cones ; crushing in tube mills ; diluting and passing the pulp-over amalgamated plates ; classifying the pulp in cones into sand and slime, with return of a classified underflow to the tube mill ; cyanic!ing of collected, sand by percolation ; coagulation of slime with lime, and treatment with cyanide by decantation (p. 356) ; precipitation of gold by lead-zinc shavings ; dissolving the zinc in bisulphate of sodium, and fusing the residue with fluxes. or with litharge. Owing to the Hat nature of the ground, elevation of the pulp by pumping or tailing wheels is required during treatment and in the disposal of tailing. The methods are continuously undergoing revision, and new plants exhibit new features, while old machines, partly discredited, still continue at work- in old plants, to be discarded when it is profitable to-do so. There is accordingly considerable divergence between the methods in use side by side.
The following section is slightly abridged from a summary of recent progress, for which the author is indebted to Dr. \V. A. Caldecott. the consulting metallurgist of the Consolidated (i old fields group. The account is supplementary to the information contained in the foregoing pages, and applies alike to crushing, amalgamation and evaniding.
The frontispiece gives a general view of the Knight's Deep and Simmer East joint reduction works. The photograph was taken in 1907, and kindly sent by Dr. Caldecott for reproduction. It shows the 'lOO-stamp mill and the elevator wheels on the right, and the dump ai the bark.
The practice on the Hand is the result of many years' evolution, with the co-ordinated efforts of many men, freely interchanging their experience, and applying to their special problem, wherever possible, the results obtained elsewhere. The main features which broadly characterise Hand practice are the large number of producing mines in close proxhnitv to one another ; the large scale of operations ; the absence of chemical difficulties in the simple low-grade ore ; the use of as few and as large units as possible for each stage of treatment, those fulfilling similar functions being grouped together to-facilitate supervision ; simplicity of plant arrangement and operation ; cheap power and unskilled labour ; and the group svstein of supervision, guidance and control of several subsidiary companies. As regards future tendencies, plants already exist such as f he Randionlein Centra,! and Knight *s Deep, capable of treating *);500 to 5.OOO tons of ore daily, and such large installations mav become more y.eneral.
The chief physical characteristic' of banket ore is its hard abrasive nature, which involves the necessity of crushing by impact; bv means of stamps and tube mills, and precludes the economic use of all rolling, rubbing, or grinding machines for pulverising ore, on account of the heavv operating cost, of such appliances through high steel consumption by abrasion. This is the. reason for the failure of all attempts to introduce fine crushing rolls, ball mills, edge roller or Chilian mills and grinding pans. In general, it is not desirable to crush banket so fine as to obtain a residue containing, on the average, much less than 0-25 dwt. gold per ton after cyuniding. This necessitates a final tailing pulp containing from about 75 per cent, of - 1)0 product (<>., passing 90-inesh sieve, with (MHKJ inch aperture) with -1-dwt. ore, to 85 per

